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Semi-enclosed basins are connected with the open sea with shallow and/or narrow sills. Water exchange is driven
by the fluctuating sea level variation in the two basins, while it is strongly hampered by the connected sills.
Water renewal in sink basin is depended on hydrodynamics, which are controlled by morphological features, tidal
flushing and meteorological forcing, as well as on the main basin’s hydrography. When the surface water in the
source basin is denser than that in the sink basin and the inlet dynamics allow this denser water to overtake the sill,
it will be forced into the sink basin, along the bottom, as a density current. This entrains surrounding water and thus
becomes lighter, and the volume flow increases. Finally, the water in the dense bottom current achieves the same
density as the surrounding water. The dense bottom current causes vertical advection in the interior of the basin,
while the entrainment into the dense bottom current promotes efficient vertical mixing within the basin. Water re-
newal depth, in sink basin, is depended on water density in source basin as well as the water fluxes between the two.

In silled basins, anoxia/hypoxia occurs naturally due to their morphology and their restricted circulation.
Human interventions in coastal ecosystems, with a view to their economic exploitation, gradually are leading to
their degradation. In regional scale, human influences could be summarized into two main groups; morphological
and hydrological changes the main consequences of which is the limitation on the communication of these basins
with their source basins, the enhance of their water column stratification and the increase of nutrients and organic
matter delivery from land to coastal systems. Anoxic conditions deterioration in the bottom waters of deep basins
usually affects biodiversity and reduces biological stocks, influencing almost all the exploitation activities, in such
environments.

The Greek Aitoliko lagoon, a permanent stratified anoxic lagoon and its source basin (Messolonghi lagoon) was
used in this study in order to examined how morphological modifications in deep lagoon’s sill and changes on the
lagoons salt/fresh water budget decreased fresh water discharges on it, can affect water column hydrodynamics.
Whether these changes in hydrodynamics can contribute to anoxic conditions control in the bottom layer of
deep lagoons, was also examined. A three dimensional model was setup to simulate hydrodynamics in Aitoliko
lagoon and its hydraulic interaction with the source basin under different water exchange conditions between them.

Evaluating modelling results, we concluded that: decreasing fresh water discharges into a deep lagoon, in-
creases epilimnetic density values and the metalimnion extend and intensity is maintaining. Increasing the sill’s
cross section and maintaining fresh water discharges, the density of a thin surface layer is controlled by the fresh
water discharges. The density of the layer extending below that depth and up to the surface of the metalimnion is
attributed solely to the water inflows from the source basin. Simultaneous decrease in fresh water discharges and
increase in sill’s depth creates a totally different distribution of turbulence conditions on the water column.


